COMPARE CONTRAST TWO ART PIECES
In this essay you will get thorough thematic analysis on ã€•COMPARE CONTRAST TWO ART PIECESã€‘ âœ…
Everything you need to know âœ… From.

What other artworks do you like to compare and contrast with your students? Does the brush work look
polished or messy? Also, contextual information such as facts about the artist or the times in which the art was
made. The pose is full and rounded, not solely frontal. One of the main differences is that writing about art
tends to be more descriptive. One could argue: There is no art without design or design without art. Bridges
and buildings are designed to resist gravity and protect their users. Are there recognizable images? His career
as a clerk was short. Medium: What tools, materials, or processes did the artist use? Scribbles became
symbols, pictures, and stories. Questions for Visual Analysis What point of view does the painting take toward
its subject? Both characters are half naked with a cloth covering their lower bodies. Art is a visual experience,
and you cannot write meaningfully about it without describing what you see. The audience the Duke is
speaking to is a representative of a count whose daughter the Duke wishes to marry. Fire cannot exist without
fuel. Art would celebrate the subjective, ephemeral, and hypothesized when design would test, refine, and
apply them purposefully. Maybe everything is art and it is up to each of us to decide what each piece is worth
to us. Each painting is unique unto itself but they both have many similarities and differences. You get a sense
of the body being relaxed, with one hand extended in a gesture that gives a sense of it moving forward. Does
the painting seem realistic or expressionistic? In your analysis, focus on two or three specific points of
contrast. The painting suggests that she might be waiting for someone to come into the room. Additionally,
you should include their use of mediums and how to they chose to represent their subject. The human body is
not too detailed but the actions they are doing or intend to do are very clear. In contrast, Aphrodite is a
considerably large female 7 feet tall and substantially wider than the Kouros. Subject Matter: What is in the art
work objective? She has elongated feet and hands and the feet are pointed straight down. Compare and
Contrast a Life Raft, an Island, and Earth Essay Words 2 Pages Survival is a cardinal portion of life in which
worlds have been go toing to throughout our full being. Have students write haikus about the paintings, and
then compare the language used in each. What do you see, feel, hear, smell, taste? As you look at her face it is
very unnerving. Design should be useful. These two painting depict two young women who are sitting and
convey messages to the person looking at the art piece.

